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Pre-religious prologue: Raskolnikov awakens to his own
world, and encounters other people, sex, and social revolt,
in early attempts at self-complerion. I

Raskolnikov reads the related scriptures of 3 popular reli-
gions. He interprets the myths as part sociology, most mir-
acles as parapsychology, and the ethical æachings liærally. 29

BY

He follows some Berber musicians and tries drugs. 63

He relates an Arab's work-karma to some euakers. 75

He works on a kibbuz in the "Holy Land',. g2

He watches a Byzantine artist painting ikons. 90

He hears a Hungarian Socialist's critique of religion. gj
(Preview)

30. Jå The Red Monk writes down a dual history of future
mankind.

9. L He hears of the Mystic purpose of marhemarics.

10. E He meers with asnology in Babylonia.

11. ,"\ He traces the Occult to a psychic diviner.

12. () He boks at a Fakir or a sun-worshipper.

13. Y He falls over a Wizard among graveyard-dwellers.

(Preview)
23. { Raskolnikov becomes rransformed inlo 0re Red Monk

and begins his life as an ascetic.

(Preview)
24. V The Red Monk absorbs a message from the Sacred Leaguc

through visions.

14.

15.

I ,"receives hospirality from some Sikhs and a Jain.

ffi fte chants together with Krishna's devotees.

16. & He visits Benares and plays on a sihr.

,7. @ He gazes into a mandala of the [,amas.
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25. X The Red Monk learns brotlrerhood at a hill retreat. 2y

19. I ," finds some hermit Yogis and stårts to meditate. 261
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20. Y He repairs to a small vihara and orders his habis.

21. ff g. copies Theravada bhikkus, and learns to give.

22. ø He joins a long all-day mindfulness rctreat course.

26. p The Red Monk climbs the mountain, and mediøtes upon "I".
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Monk reaches into plant, rock, and animal on his

28. 
- t- The Red Monk tries to adapt some wider consciousness* fo. lay men and women.

29. Q The Red Monk as a preacher meets with hostility, bare- tolerance, and awe from listening crowds.

31. X The Red Monk trains his fellow disciples ro open our and
J \ shape their energies. 390

(Flash-back)
2. æ Raskolnikov examines some metaphysical doctrines with

his intellect. The existence and nature of God, and the in-
dividual's relationship to the Universe.

32. + The Red Monk seals a truce, prepares for death, and
' leaves the world.

33. n He observes as a spirit, chooses a birth, and ensures
spiritual progress while a baby.
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